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Guru Gobind Singh
Explore the life of a great spiritual leader - and walk the peaceful path toward God - realization. Guru Nanak, the founder of
Sikhism, was born during a period of political and religious turmoil in India in the fifteenth century. Tension between Hindus and
Muslims had escalated, leading to greater polarization of the two religions. By establishing Sikhism, Nanak created a synthesis of
Hinduism and Islam with the belief that God is One. He advocated a casteless society based on truth, unity, and equality. During
his twenty - three years of traveling he taught not only in India but also in Tibet, Ceylon (Sri Lanka) and in the area of the present
- day countries of Saudi Arabia, Iraq and Iran, preaching the truth as he perceived it and showing humankind the path to
salvation. Highlighting his quest for tolerance and compassion, this fascinating biography tells the story of a unique spiritual
leader who showed a gentle, peaceful path to realizing God. Admired, loved and respected even in his lifetime, Guru Nanak
continues to command admiration and respect five hundred years after he lived, with his lasting universal message of Absolute
Unity more urgent and necessary than ever before.

First Raj of the Sikhs
Bhagat Singh spent the last two years of his life in jail, awaiting execution. During this time, he and his comrades fought one of
the most celebrated court battles in the annals of national liberation struggles, and used the court as a vehicle for the propagation
of their revolutionary message. They also struggled against the inhuman conditions in the colonial jail, and faced torture and pain.
Their heroism made them icons and figures of inspiration for generations to come.All this is well-known. What is not so well-known
is that Bhagat Singh wrote four books in jail. Although they were smuggled out, they were destroyed and are lost forever. What
survived was a Notebook that the young martyr kept in jail, full of notes and jottings from what he was reading.In the year of his
birth centenary, LeftWord is proud to present his Notebook in an elegant edition. This edition has been checked against the copy
preserved in the National Archives of India. The Notebook is richly annotated by Bhupender Hooja; and the annotations have been
revised and updated for this edition.Also included are the most important texts that Bhagat Singh wrote in jail, Chaman Lal?s lucid
introduction, the New York Daily Worker's reports and Periyar's editorial on the hanging.

Bani Of Bhagats
“THERE ARE ONLY TWO TYPES OF PEOPLE: MYSTICS AND MISTAKES,” says Sadhguru, leaving readers in no doubt of the category
to which they belong! That sounds damning. But mistakes can thankfully be rectified. And that’s the hope this book holds out to
seekers. It reminds us that each one of us can make the journey—from confusion to clarity, from error to enlightenment, from selfdeception to self-discovery—if only we choose.

A Critical Study of the Life and Teachings of Sri Guru Nanak Dev
The Oxford Handbook of Sikh Studies
Contrary to popular opinion, there is more to Sikhism than the distinctive dress. First of all, there is the emergence of Guru Nanak,
the founder of Sikhism, and the long line of his successors. There are the precepts, many related to liberation through the divine
name or nam. There is a particularly turbulent history in which the Sikhs have fought to affirm their beliefs and resist external
domination that continues to this day. There is also, more recently, the dispersion from the Punjab throughout the rest of India
and on to Europe and the Americas. With this emigration Sikhism has become considerably less exotic, but hardly better known to
outsiders. This reference is an excellent place to learn more about the religion. It provides a chronology of events, a brief
introduction that gives a general overview of the religion, and a dictionary with several hundred entries, which present the gurus
and other leaders, trace the rather complex history, expound some of the precepts and concepts, describe many of the rites and
rituals, and explain the meaning of numerous related expressions. All this, along with a bibliography, provides readers with an
informative and accessible guide toward understanding Sikhism.

Of Mystics & Mistakes
Here is a book that will surely spark a lively debate. Who are the hundred most influential religious and political leaders, artists,
scientists, and adventurers of all time? How is it even possible to construct such a list? Now, the editors of LIFE comb history,
compare notes and dive in. Find out who makes the cut: King Tut or Cleopatra? Thomas Jefferson or George Washington; The
Rolling Stones or The Beatles; Steve Jobs or Bill Gates. This is a look at history told through its most charismatic and fascinating
characters. It is also full of fun facts, tidbits, arguments and rarely seen pictures, and will appeal to curious minds, young and old
alike.

The Sikh Art
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The Enchanted Garden of Talwandi
Anand Sahib
From the best-selling author of Classic Tales from Mystic India comes an original novel about the life and travels of Guru Nanak —
musician, enlightened thinker and one of the most beloved figures in Eastern spirituality. This captivating depiction — part fiction,
part history — weaves together facts, legends, folktales, myths and over 40 of Guru Nanak’s poems from the Sikh holy book, the
Granth Sahib. Told through the eyes of his companion Mardana, The Singing Guru chronicles the struggle to attain balance
between a material and spiritual mindset, helped along the way by the companionship, wisdom and songs of Nanak. Containing a
variety of tales that illustrate Mardana’s struggles with temptation, attachment, greed and pride, this book has stories for people
of all backgrounds. Kamla K Kapur’s previous books include Classic Tales from Mystic India and Pilgrimage to Paradise. She is also
a poet (As a Fountain in a Garden, Radha Speaks), a short story writer and an award winning playwright. She and her husband,
Payson R. Stevens, live half the year in the Kullu Valley in the Himalayas and the other half in Southern California, USA. For more
information visit kamlakkapur.com

Guru Nanak Devji and Sikh History in Murals
A Complete Guide to Sikhism
The Sikh religion has a following of over 20 million people worldwide. However,events such as the verbal and physical attacks on
Sikhs just after September 11, where Sikhs were being mistaken for Muslims, suggest that the Sikh faith still remains mysterious
to many. This Very Short Introduction introduces newcomers to the meaning of the Sikh religious tradition, its teachings,
practices, rituals and festivals. Eleanor Nesbitt highlights and contextualizes the key threads in the history of Sikhism, from the
first Gurus to martyrdom, militarization, and the increasingly significant diaspora. Examining gender, caste, and the changes that
are currently underway in the faith, Nesbitt considers contemporary Sikh identities and their role in our world. ABOUT THE SERIES:
The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These
pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

The A to Z of Sikhism
The Evening Prayer Of The Sikhs, Recited Around Sunset, Rehras Is A Humble Invocation, A Quest For The Infinite Reality That Is
God. It Is Believed That Rehras, In Some Form Or The Other, Has Been Recited Since The Time Of Guru Nanak (1469-1539), The
Founder Of Sikhism. Compositions Of The Other Gurus Were Added In Later Years, And The Final Arrangement Of The Order In
Which The Hymns Are Recited Was Formulated By The Shiromani Gurudwara Prabandhak Committee In The 1930S. Its Contents
Can Be Divided Into Three Broad Strands: The Quest, The Striving And The Culmination. Beginning With Guru Nanak S Sodar
Literally, The Door (To God'S Mansion) It Includes Hymns By Guru Amar Das, Guru Ram Das, Guru Arjan Dev, And The Quatrains
Of Guru Gobind Singh. Reema Anand And Khushwant Singh S Translations Bring To A Wider Readership The Beauty And Comfort
Of Some Of The Most Poignant Religious Verse Ever Composed. Adding To The Value Of This Edition Are The Original Hymns In
Devnagari Script That Appear Alongside The Translations.

Walking with Nanak
This book studies the life and the teachings of Guru Nanak, as reflected in his compositions. Special stress has been laid on
discussing the morning prayer, Japji, the establishment of the institutions of sangat and langar and messages for improving the
status of women. The book is profusely illustrated with reproductions of rare eighteenth century miniature paintings and line
drawings, including a series from a Janamsakhi that has never been published before.It also has maps depicting the travels of
Guru Nanak.

A Critical Study of The Life and Teachings of Sri Guru Nanak Dev
Sikhism, Its Philosophy and History
The Grand Narrative of Baba Nanak is based on Janam Sakhis and the interpretations of his compositions in the Adi Granth.
Amongst others they include Japuji, Sri Rag, Bara Maha and Sidh Gost. His reflections and meditations on the affairs of this and
the other world are presented in the dialectics of anthropology and cosmology.

The Guru Granth Sahib
Guru Gobind Singh, 1666-1708, 10th guru of the Sikhs.

Sikh Studies
A Popular Dictionary of Sikhism
The Encyclopedia of Sikhism (over 1000 Entries)
LIFE 100 People Who Changed the World
On the 550th Birth Anniversary of SRI GURU NANAK DEV JI Dedicated to the indefatigable spirit of perseverance of Australian Sikh
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Pioneers who by virtue of their dedication, commitment, honest livelihood, professional skills and services rendered to the people
not only won over the hearts of Australian people but were also credited with introducing and establishing the Sikh Religion on the
soil of Australia. Description: Over the last thirty-four years or so Len Kenna and Crystal Jordan have travelled across Australia,
England and India, researching and collecting information, photographs and material from individuals and private and public
collections and have published 15 books on Australian Indian History as well as numerous articles and radio and other
interviews.This book examines the Sikh Migrants who migrated to Australia from the 1840's until the start of the Immigration
Restriction Act 1901 known as the White Australia Policy. It explains the difficulties that they faced on arriving in Australia, their
employment opportunities as well as their religious, social and sporting lives.It also explains how the largest self-funded migration
of non-white people to Australia, overcame 19th Century Australian racist attitudes, and became well liked and respected
members of the communities in which they lived. Many of these Sikh Migrants returned to India after spending a number of years
in Australia, and lived the rest of their lives in financial security, while others lived in Australia until they died, dependent upon the
good graces of the many Australian friends they made, to care for the in their old age. Some Sikhs married or lived with white
Australian or Aboriginal women who bore them children. As a result of this they developed a family structure and enjoyed the
comfort of a stable life.

Sikhism: A Very Short Introduction
The Oxford Handbook of Sikh Studies innovatively combines the ways in which scholars from fields as diverse as philosophy,
psychology, religious studies, literary studies, history, sociology, anthropology, political science, and economics have integrated
the study of Sikhism within a wide range of critical and postcolonial perspectives on the nature of religion, violence, gender, ethnonationalism, and revisionist historiography. A number of essays within this collection also provide a more practical dimension,
written by artists and practitioners of the tradition. The Handbook is divided into eight thematic sections that explore different
'expressions' of Sikhism. Historical, literary, ideological, institutional, and artistic expressions are considered in turn, followed by
discussion of Sikhs in the Diaspora, and of caste and gender in the Panth. Each section begins with an essay by a prominent
scholar in the field, providing an overview of the topic. Further essays provide detail and further treat the fluid, multivocal nature
of both the Sikh past and the present. The Handbook concludes with a section considering future directions in Sikh Studies.

Guru Nanak
Banda Singh Bahadur appeared in Sikh history for a relatively short period (1708-1716) but, after the Sikh gurus, influenced it
more significantly than any other individual. Banda Singh Bahadur is among the most colourful and fascinating characters in Sikh
history. From an ascetic he was transformed into Guru Gobind Singh’s most trusted disciple. So much so that when the seriously
injured guru could not lead his Sikh army against the Mughal forces, he appointed Banda Singh Bahadur as his deputy. As proof of
this appointment he gave Banda his sword, a mighty bow, arrows from his own quiver, his battle standard and his war drum.
Banda rode out from Nanded (where Guru Gobind Singh passed away; now in Maharashtra) at the head of a small band of Sikhs,
which, by the time it reached the Punjab, had grown into a formidable army. Over the next few years his exploits against the
Mughal rulers, both in pitched battles and in skirmishes, became the stuff of legends. He became the first of many legendary Sikh
generals, famous both for their personal heroic courage and their skill in warfare. His many encounters with the Mughal rulers
eroded the very foundation of the Mughal empire and ensured its quick demise. As he said when questioned on what he had
achieved: ‘I have ensured that never again will the crown sit easily on the Mughal emperor’s head.’ He also prepared the coming
generations of Sikhs for future conflicts, which later greatly helped Maharaja Ranjit Singh in creating a Sikh empire. Banda was a
true leader who led from the front, not only in the battlefield but also in civil administration. He established a secular government
which swept aside 700 years of slavery and the myth of domination by foreign powers, proclaimed freedom of worship, allowed
the people to follow professions of their choice and stopped forcible marriages even while recovering abducted women for return
to their families. His land revolution abolished zamindari in parts of North India, thereby redistributing land equally amongst the
tillers. This book seeks to tell the story of this remarkable and brave man and his equally remarkable ahievements. Perhaps, the
finest of Banda Singh Bahadur’s biographies.

The Singing Guru
A Glossary of the Tribes and Castes of the Punjab and North-West Frontier
Province
The first to appear in Curzon's well respected 'Popular Dictionary' series.

The First Sikh Spiritual Master
The importance of Sikh History is being felt more and more keenly every day. Sikhism as one of the religious systems of the world,
perhaps has the most recent origin and yet the remarkable progress which it made in the land of its birth within three short
centuries is quite unique. The year 2019 is a special one for Sikhs around the world as it marks the 550th Birth Anniversary of the
founder of Sikhism, Sri Guru Nanak Dev ji. With an effort to celebrate this year, we have reproduced this worthy book so that we
can learn about Sri Guru Nanak Dev ji's life and teachings and tread on a path of righteousness, truth and devotion. The book has
the following chapters pertaining to the Guru's life - - Birth and times - Early Life - Business - Resignation - First Disciple and
Companion - Travels - A Few Anecdotes from His Travels - Last Days and Death - The Creed of Guru Nanak - The Church of Guru
Nanak - The Method of Guru Nanak - The Personality of Guru Nanak.

Bābā Nānak
This Study Is An Examination Of Guru Nanak`S Life And Teachings. It Concludes That Relatively Little Can Be Known About The
Details Of His Life And Travels, But That Much Can Understood Of His Personality And His Teachings.

Hymns of Guru Nanak
In this highly accessible and comprehensive biography, Nikky-Guninder Kaur Singh deftly mines the available sources to construct
a vivid and complex account of Guru Nanak's life and legacy, his personality and background, the pluralistic world he lived in, his
teachings and philosophy, and even the manner in which he has been understood by believers and scholars over time. What
emerges is a majestic and magisterial portrait of a great enlightener who not only founded one of the world's major religions but
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whose singular message of unity and hope has endured centuries after he first walked the earth. The First Sikh unites rigorous
scholarship with a deep love for the subject, offering fascinating insights into Guru Nanak's life and times even as it explores key
facets of Sikhism. Moreover, it shows us how Guru Nanak continues to remain relevant in a twenty-first-century reality.

The Revolution of Guru Nanak
It is a biography of Guru Nanak Devji in Murals that depicts the entire life of Nanak Devji. The book is profusely illustrated with
pictures. These pictures/murals drawn on the walls, a rare and precious history of the Sikhs which are painted on the walls of the
historic building of Baba Atal, Sri Amritsar Saheb. The other half of the book gives a brief and concise history of the Gurus, the
Sikhs and Sikhism, the Khals and the Panth and of the embodiment of SHABAD and the BANI.

Gurū Nānak and the Sikh Religion
A description of the Sikh tradition and how it helps the reader deal with everyday life

The Story of Guru Nanak
Sikh History in Australia
When all has been tried, yet Justice is not in sight, It is then right to pick up the sword, It is then right to fight. Written in exquisite
Persian verse, the Zafarnama was a defiant message composed by Guru Gobind Singh, the tenth Sikh Guru, and addressed to the
Mughal emperor Aurangzeb, following a series of fierce battles between the imperial forces and Sikh warriors. With wisdom and
honesty, the Guru indicts the emperor for the moral and spiritual bankruptcy of his empire. These 111 stirring stanzas, which form
the core of the Guru’s spiritual philosophy, highlight his deep understanding of the true nature of God and Creation. In this
evocative translation, Navtej Sarna brings to life the valiant voice of Guru Gobind Singh and the power of his poetic genius in a
passionate disavowal of tyranny that remains ever relevant.

A history of the Sikhs. 1. 1469 - 1839
Contributed articles.

Chandi-Di-Vaar: Punjabi with English Translation
This book examines three closely related questions in the process of canon formation in the Sikh tradition: how the text of the Adi
Granth came into being, the meaning of gurbani, and how the Adi Granth became the Guru Granth Sahib. The censure of scholarly
research on the Adi Granth was closely related to the complex political situation of Punjab and brought the whole issue of
academic freedom into sharper focus. This book addresses some of these issues from an academic perspective. The Adi Granth,
the sacred scripture of the Sikhs, means ‘first religious book’ (from the word ‘adi’ which means ‘first’ and ‘granth’ which means
‘religious book’). Sikhs normally refer to the Adi Granth as the Guru Granth Sahib to indicate a confession of faith in the scripture
as Guru. The contents of the Adi Granth are commonly known as bani (utterance) or gurbani (the utterance of the Guru). The
transcendental origin (or ontological status) of the hymns of the Adi Granth is termed dhur ki bani (utterance from the beginning).
This particular understanding of revelation is based upon the doctrine of the sabad, or divine word, defined by Guru Nanak and
the succeeding Gurus. This book also explores the revelation of the bani and its verbal expression, devotional music in the Sikh
tradition, the role of the scripture in Sikh ceremonies, and the hymns of Guru Nanak and Guru Arjan.

Philosophy and Faith of Sikhism
The Jail Notebook and Other Writings
An influential six-volume work on the philosophy of Sikhism, published in 1909, by the one-time deputy commissioner of the
Punjab.

Zafarnama
This volume brings together leading scholars of Sikhism and of Sikh art to assess and interpret the remarkable art resource known
as the Kapany Collection, using it to introduce to a broad public the culture, history, and ethos of the Sikhs. Fifteen renowned
scholars contributed essays describing the passion and vision of Narinder and Satinder Kapany in assembling this unparalleled
assemblage of great Sikh art, some of which has been displayed in exhibitions around the globe. The Kapanys' legacy of
philanthropic work includes establishing the Sikh Foundation (now celebrating its 50th year) and university endowments for Sikh
studies. Through this profusely illustrated book's chapters, scholars examine the full range of Sikh artistic expression and of Sikh
history and cultural life, using artworks from the Kapany Collection.

The First Sikh
Evensong
The Sikh Religion
Brigadier Partap Singh Jaspal (Retd.) is a direct, intimate and lifelong disciple of Baba Nand Singh Ji Maharaj. He had the most
blessed privilege of having Direct Darshans of Baba Nand Singh Ji Maharaj, of sitting at His Lotus Feet, of intimate personal talk
and Service of the great Divinity, of Direct initiation by Baba Ji Himself into the realm of Divine Nam Daan and of tasting the Bliss
of the House of Guru Nanak at His Lotus Feet. His father, Sardar Sahib Sardar Narinder Singh, IPS (Retd.), was a most highly
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decorated police officer for Gallantry in the country. He was a most devoted, a most close and intimate and most beloved disciple
of Baba Nand Singh Ji Maharaj. Brigadier Partap Singh Jaspal’s sole passion and ambition of life was and continues to be to share
the precious treasure of divinity which he inherited directly from his Divine Master Baba Nand Singh Ji and from his most
worshippable father Baba Narinder Singh Ji with all the children of the sole Beloved Lord. This labour of love, a tribute at the lotus
Feet of supreme Divinity, founder of the Sikh Religion, Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji, is a natural outcome of this passion.

Eternal Glory of Guru Nanak
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